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• Updated every 5 years

• To provide an overview of the National Park 

• To identify the positive / negative trends and the 
pressures / issues affecting the National Park;

• To measure whether work that is being done is 
having a positive effect; and

• To identify any new issues or priorities 

• To feed into the Partnership Plan review 2017

Purpose of the State of the Park Report



Based on Exmoor’s special qualities

Open moorland, remoteness, wildness and tranquillity

Distinct and diverse landscapes  

Timeless landscapes and dark skies

A mosaic of habitats and diversity of wildlife

A complex and rich historic landscape

A deeply rural community and local traditions

A farmed landscape

An exceptional rights of way network

A landscape that provides inspiration and enjoyment

… and the socio-economic duty



Special Quality: Large areas of open moorland 
providing a sense of remoteness, wildness and 

tranquillity rare in southern Britain

Working Together 
for Exmoor



• Major loss, and fragmentation of heather (declines of between 
a quarter and a third since 1977 on two sample moors)

• Number and size of burns is insufficient to maintain a 20 year 
rotation needed for heather

• Build up of ‘old-growth’ heath which has been invaded by 
molinia and is susceptible to heather beetle

• Possible impact of atmospheric nitrogen – need more research

• Moorland birds (such as curlew, merlin) are declining. 
‘Lowland’ birds are doing better, & those that favour scrub

• ‘Brexit’  - opportunities and threats

Open Moorland – Headlines



Special Quality: A distinct and diverse landscape of softly 
rounded hills and ridges, with heather and grass moors, 

spectacular coast, deeply incised wooded valleys, high sea cliffs,  
fast flowing streams, traditional upland farms and 

characteristic beech hedgebanks



Distinct & Diverse Landscape– Headlines

•Overall, landscape character is being maintained and there are no 
major threats

•The majority of visitors to Exmoor are attracted by the landscape 
(90%) and tranquillity (78%)

•There has been some historic loss of distinctive landscape features 
(e.g. hedgerows, 80% of orchards lost over the last century)

•A number of enhancement schemes e.g. Valley of the Rocks, 
Hoaroak Cottage, undergrounding schemes



Special Quality: A timeless landscape mostly free from intrusive 
development,  with striking views inside and out of the National 
Park, and where the natural beauty of Exmoor and its dark skies can 
be appreciated



Timeless landscape – Headlines

•Exmoor remains one of the most tranquil areas in England
•Exmoor has 92% of pristine dark skies and minimal light pollution. 

16% of visitors are attracted by the Dark Sky Reserve status
•There are relatively few developments that detract from the 

landscape despite significant numbers of new developments:
• 342 new agricultural buildings since 2000
• 19 wind turbines (mainly 15-20m to rotor tip) since 2000
• 26 telecommunications masts, antennae or poles since 2000
• A total of 26km of new tracks permitted since 2012

•Potential for some cumulative impacts e.g. A39 corridor
• Impact of development outside the National Park on views & setting



Working Together 
for Exmoor

Special Quality: A mosaic of habitats supporting a great 

diversity of wildlife including herds of wild red deer; rich lichen 
communities, rare fritillary butterflies, bats and other species 

uncommon in southern Britain



Habitats & Wildlife - Headlines

• 15% of SSSIs in favourable condition, 82% in unfavourable 
recovering condition

• Little change in 81% of Local/County Wildlife Sites. 

• Populations of key species vary:
– Heath and high brown fritillaries increasing

– Many bird species are faring well compared to national trends

– Recent declines in dormice have given cause for concern

– Rivers support healthy populations of fish and riverfly surveys suggest 
water quality is generally good. Otters are faring well

• Invasive species continue to be a threat,t ongoing control 
programmes are proving successful; also with plant health & 
diseases

• Numbers of wild red deer are stable and overall health is good



Special Quality: A complex and rich historic landscape that 
reflects how people have lived in, exploited and enjoyed Exmoor 

over the past 8000 years, including burial mounds on ridges, 
discrete stone settings, ancient farmsteads and settlements, 

picturesque villages and historic estates



Rich historic landscape - Headlines

• Low levels of designated heritage assets at risk (27 Scheduled 
Monuments; 11 listed buildings; 0 Conservation Areas)

• There are many sites and buildings that meet the criteria for 
national designation but remain un-designated; these are 
vulnerable to change or loss

• 53 locally designated Principal Archaeological Landscapes –
non-statutory but currently managed through HLS

• Vegetation encroachment is the main threat to SMs and PALs

• Severe weather is a continual threat to some historic sites, 
particularly bridges e.g. Tarr Steps

• A number of successful community and public engagement 
projects have helped to get local people and volunteers 
involved in archaeological surveys and monitoring

• There has been an increase in the % of visitors saying their 
understanding of heritage has increased as a result of their 
visit 



Special Quality: A deeply rural community closely 

linked to the land with strong local traditions and 
ways of life



Deeply rural community - Headlines

• Exmoor is one of the most deeply rural parts of the country 

• Rural traditions such as hunting, shooting and fishing continue 
to be an important part of Exmoor life and contribute to the 
local economy 

• The number of casual workers has declined suggesting a 
decrease in traditional management & skills such as 
hedgelaying

• Local traditions & customs continue

• Concerns over how to ensure thriving local communities into 
the future in relation to affordable housing, jobs, and retaining 
services and facilities



Special Quality: A farmed landscape with locally distinctive 
breeds such as Red Devon cattle; Devon Closewool, and 
Exmoor Horn sheep, and herds of free living Exmoor ponies



Farming Special Quality - Headlines
• The overall picture of hill farming on Exmoor appears stable. 

c1200 people employed in farming. Good age structure 
amongst farmers & a cohort of younger farmers 

• A slight trend towards larger farms, particularly amongst 
younger farmers; also more ‘hobby’ / life-style farms

• Upland hill farm incomes are low and reliant on CAP support & 
farm diversification

• 2016 - 429 Environmental Stewardship schemes worth £4.08 
million and covering 64% of the National Park. 166 = HLS.

• Traditional breed numbers are stable

• Exmoor ponies in good health and a distinctive local breed



Special Quality: An exceptional rights of way network, with 
paths that are often rugged and narrow in character, along with 
extensive areas of open country and permitted access, providing 
superb opportunities for walking, riding and cycling



• The definitive rights of way network on Exmoor extends to almost 1,000km 
(966km) (comprising 438km of footpaths, 464km of bridleways and 64km of 
Restricted Byways and Byways Open to All Traffic). In addition to this there 
are 376km of permitted paths and 17,595 hectares of Access Land

• The condition of footpaths and other rights of way is improving – 93% 
considered easy to use

• There are high levels of visitor satisfaction with rights of way - 93% of 
visitors thought these are ‘very good’ or ‘good’

• 78% of faults reported on the Rights of Way network were resolved by ENPA 
within 3 months

• Extreme weather events have a significant impact on  the Rights of Way 
network

• The biggest impact on people’s enjoyment of access land is the scrubbing 
up of large areas which make access difficult

• No significant issues with large scale events, illegal use of vehicles and other 
anti-social activities

Rights of way & access – Headlines



Special Quality: A mosaic of habitats supporting a great 

diversity of wildlife including herds of wild red deer; rich lichen 
communities, rare fritillary butterflies, bats and other species 

uncommon in southern Britain

Special Quality: A landscape that provides inspiration and 
enjoyment to visitors and residents alike



Inspiration & Enjoyment - Headlines

• Visitor numbers are stable – overall fall in visitor numbers but 
an increase in visitor days

• Visitor satisfaction is high: 98-99% ‘very good’ or ‘good’

• The majority of visitors are inspired to visit Exmoor by its 
landscape (90%), tranquillity (78%) and coast (73%)

• Visitors’ understanding of the special qualities has generally 
increased as a result of their visit

• Walking and sightseeing are the main activities undertaken, 
healthy activities are a key motivation

• The overall economic value of tourism has increased slightly 
mainly due to increased staying visitors and extended season 

• Reasonably high levels of awareness of Exmoor amongst non-
visitors, but lower levels of understanding of what to do here

• Volunteer numbers and activities for children increasing


